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What is Move Up ?
Move Up is the result of business and government commitment to growth and economic development in
Northwestern Alberta.
Move Up gets into the hands of influential decision makers in our region as well as skilled workers and
professionals who are ready to “move up” and enjoy a better life in Northwestern Alberta.
Simply put, we tell the Northern Alberta story. Bar none, it’s the most professional and prestigious
magazine our region has to offer. Utilize it, and invest in the future of Northwestern Alberta.

Target Audiences
Move Up has a strong purpose and a targeted readership. If your business or organization would
benefit from reaching any of the following, you should consider advertising in Move Up to reach your full
potential:
1. Residents who embrace living here.
They seek a sense of civic pride and are eager to learn about and interact with other residents and
businesses in Northwestern Alberta.
2. Local business owners and industry leaders who are family orientated and/or community driven.
They have a stake in local politics and our region’s healthy and sustainable growth. They look to Move Up
for in-depth company profiles, business and marketing columns, and to advertise jobs/careers.
3. High-potential re-locators looking for opportunity and employment.
New graduates, under-paid skilled workers/professionals, repeat visitors, adventurers and homesteaders all
flock to Northwestern Alberta in search of opportunity. Many plan to just “try it out” but decide to stay. It’s
no wonder, life’s better up here.
4. Government employees (Municipal and otherwise)
Their careers are built on strategic collaboration, creating and facilitating growth opportunities and
economic development. Together, our goals are aligned and that is why they are full partners on Go Mighty
Peace and Move Up’s distribution.
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What Makes Move Up Unique?
33 We work with local government and industry leaders to promote Northwestern Alberta.
33 It’s the only promotional, glossy magazine targeted to business, municipal stakeholders and the general
public.
33 We actively seek out high-potential newcomers to encourage growth, and we pay tribute to the hard
working people who make Northwestern Alberta so special.
33 Our content and regional distribution bring local residents closer.
33 We offer free advertisement design so your business (or organization) can be widely viewed looking its
best.

ROA (Return On Ad Spend)
The magic of magazines is they have a specific, niche audience, which means your advertising reaches an
already engaged audience. When you think Forbes, you think business. When you think TIME Magazine,
you think news and human interest. It is important to remember each magazine also delivers its own style,
credibility and values. Wise advertisers pay a premium to reach readers of a specific magazine while they are
in this state of acceptance and learning. That is where the ROA (return on ad spend) comes in.
The following is according to Magazines Canada, the national assiciation and lead advocate for the
advancement of Canada’s magazine media:

“ROAS--return on ad spend--is the
incremental dollars due to spending
each dollar in advertising. A study by
nielsen catalina solutions found that
magazines produce the highest average
return on ad spend.”

780-219-3970
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Distribution Map
16,000+

copies of Move Up are widely distributed four times
per year via direct mail and general delivery in
Northern Alberta, Southern Alberta and beyond.

12,750+

copies of Move Up are direct-mailed to residents
and businesses in Northwestern Alberta.

Distribution
Our distribution strategy is multi-faceted. Move Up magazine is

33 circulated throughout Northwestern Alberta via restaurants, convenience stores,
grocery stores, etc.,

33 direct mailed to nearly every mailbox (homes, farms and businesses) in Peace River,
Grimshaw, Fairview, La Crete, High Level, Meander River, Zama City, Rainbow Lake,
Manning, MD of Fairview, County of Northern Lights, Clear Hills County, MD of
Peace and Northern Sunrise County (see map on previous page).

33 found in numerous government and business offices and facilities, including public
facilities open to residents and visitors in Northwestern Alberta,

33 available in hotels where non-residents are either visiting or working,
33 strategically distributed far outside the Northwestern Alberta in order to reach

high-potential, educated/skilled newcomers (including airports, colleges, universities,
and locations where other tourism and relocation materials are found),

33 and made available at large events such as industry trade shows and conferences and
made available for welcome wagon packages, business attraction packages and realty
attraction packages.

780-219-3970
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Reasons to Advertise
It’s the reason why you advertise—to make a “return on ad spend.” It’s how business works. At
Move Up, it’s important to us that you are well informed of our ability to help your business, and
the region, grow.
The following is “5 Reasons Why you Must Advertise” by marketing consultant John Jantsch of
Duct Tape Marketing:
When done effectively advertising is an essential part of the mix because:
1.

Advertising is the only medium you can control – if you want your message to hit on the day a product launches or event is about to happen, this is the only vehicle you control completely.

2.

Advertising allows you to target ideal customers only – when you match a very personal message to

3.

Advertising creates awareness for your content – The force that drives a great deal of conversion
and trust building these days is educational content – ebooks, seminars and blog posts –
advertising is a great way to help get that content found and consumed once you’ve gone to
the effort to produce it.

4.

Advertising adds credibility to your message – Don’t ask me why this is exactly, but every time I run

5.
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a very select audience you get far greater connection.

advertising people comment that business must be going well. The perception that you can
afford advertising is often enough to sell and resell prospects and customers alike and makes
it easier to get attention for your entire message.

Advertising amplifies everything else you’re doing – When you are using advertising to create awareness for your content, you automatically create more awareness for everything you are doing.
Journalists find companies that advertise, referral sources remember companies that advertise, people fan and follow and friend from ads, and employees can point to well-placed ads
as a source of pride in place they work.
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Some Industry and Non-profit partners include:
33
33
33
33
33
33
33

Mighty Peace Tourism
Mackenzie Frontier Tourist Association
Mercer International (Formerly Daishowa Marubeni International Ltd.)
CanTech Electric
Peace Regional Economic Development Alliance (PREDA)
Northern Lakes College
Sawridge Inn and Conference Centre

Some Government partners and collaborators include:
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

County of Northern Lights
Northern Sunrise County
Town of Peace River
Town of High Level
Town of Grimshaw
M.D. of Fairview
The Town of Fairview
M.D. of Peace
Clear Hills County
Mackenzie County
Regional Economic Development Initiative (REDI)
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